TraffickCam
FAQ
What organizations are behind the TraffickCam app?
TraffickCam was developed by Exchange Initiative, a social action
organization founded by Nix Conference & Meeting Management, and
researchers at Washington University in St. Louis. Nix leads the charge
among meeting planners worldwide to help end sex trafficking in hotels.
Nix was approached by law enforcement to help identify hotel rooms seen in
photos that advertise sex trafficking victims. The first time we helped law
enforcement locate a trafficked child, we realized how valuable our travel
experience could be in the fight against sex trafficking.
How did the idea for TraffickCam app come about?
That pivotal moment came when we could not identify a motel room. We
connected the vice squad with our associates in that city, but it took three
days to find the girl. That seemed way too long, given today’s technology.
Explain the technology behind TraffickCam.
Travelers take four photographs of their hotel room (the app provides tips)
and upload them to a database. The app uses image analysis tools to
convert the photos to a series of data points that can be matched to data
points in online photos of victims.
How can TraffickCam curb sex trafficking?
TraffickCam will help law enforcement identify hotels where victims are
being trafficked.
How has the app been received?
Excellent! More than 90,000 app have been downloads. The hotel database
now includes 150,000 hotels and more than 1.6 million photos.
What should users know when taking photos of their hotel room?
Take two photos of the entire room from different locations, one photo of the
bed from the foot of the bed, and one photo of the bathroom from the
doorway. Please make sure there are no people in your photos.
What about my privacy?

TraffickCam does not store any personally identifying information other than
the phone’s GPS location. Any images that include people are rejected from
the database.
Is TraffickCam available on both Android and iOS (Apple)? What if I
don’t have a smart phone?
Yes, the app is available on both Android and iOS (Apple) platforms. Mobile
apps make it convenient to use the app but we also have a website
www.traffickcam.com where people can upload photos from computers.
Why don’t hotels just upload photos of their rooms?
Many of the photos in the database were obtained from publicly available
resources, such as hotel websites. The app is very valuable in adding photos
of hotels and motels that are not available online. We’re also finding that
photos uploaded via the app more closely resemble photos taken by
traffickers, which makes them even more valuable to law enforcement.
What happens if a hotel is identified as a possible sex trafficking
location?
Law enforcement investigating the case will determine the actions to be
taken.
What stops traffickers from skewing the database with false
information?
The TraffickCam app uses GPS verification to confirm the authenticity of the
user's location. This prevents attempts to manipulate the data.
What challenges did you face in making TraffickCam a reality?
Funding to develop the app and the law enforcement portal was the primary
challenge, and financial support for the app continues to be a need. Thanks
to a generous matching gift by the Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph,
every dollar given to Exchange Initiative is doubled, up to $100,000, to help
eradicate sex trafficking.
What issues does TraffickCam need to overcome going forward?
Funding is needed to maintain and further develop the app and the law
enforcement database. We’ve reached tens of millions of people via social
media but we want to get the word out to even more travelers and law
enforcement agencies.
Can you share success stories?
The response to TraffickCam and the issue of human trafficking is already a
huge success story! We’ve talked with hundreds of law enforcement
agencies and educated tens of millions of people through social media. We

are beta testing the law enforcement portal and expect to make it more
widely available by early next year to help with identification and arrests.
We have been very happy with TraffckCam’s high accuracy in identifying the
correct hotel in the top 20 matches, according to early testing.
Does TraffickCam monitor the demographics of people who have
downloaded the app?
No, we don’t collect any data other than GPS of the hotel room. We do know
that people around the world are downloading the app and talking about it
on social media.
Can TraffickCam users get involved in other ways?
We hope users will explore www.traffickcam.com and
www.exchangeinitiative.com to learn more about the sex trafficking issue.
How will Exchange Initiative expand in the future?
We will continue to provide education, resources and networking to fight sex
trafficking.
Will TraffickCam be available internationally?
The app has been downloaded by people across the globe and we encourage
everyone to add photos to the database. We also have received interest
from law enforcement internationally. Our focus now is on the United States
but we hope to expand to other countries in the future.
What else have Nix Conference & Meeting Management and
Exchange Initiative done to fight sex trafficking?
Nix presented the national conference “IGNITE: Sparking Action Against Sex
Trafficking” in 2014, initiated and signed the first-ever Meeting Planners
Code of Conduct with ECPAT-US.
Our ongoing efforts include:
• Refining the TraffickCam mobile app and law enforcement database to
identify hotel room locations and track down victims.
• Providing resources and networking to fight sex trafficking.
• Educating and empowering individuals and groups to join in the fight
against trafficking.
• Addressing the issue of sex trafficking at every hotel where we do
business.
What else can hotels do?

Hotels can educate their employees to watch and report signs of sex
trafficking. Many hotels have signed the ECPAT Code of
Conduct http://www.thecode.org/who-have-signed/top-members/
How can people help in the fight against human trafficking?
Educate yourself and learn more about how to take action at
www.exchangeinitiative.com.
	
  

